Article abstract-We studied 20 patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) on a picture-naming task consisting of frequency-matched pairs of nouns and verbs that were homophonic and homographic (e.g., paint). Intragroup comparisons revealed that verb naming is significantly more diMicult for patients with AD than noun naming. An error analysis demonstrated that patients with AD produce significantly more semantic and descriptive errors for verbs than nouns. We correlated verb naming and noun naming with measupes of grammatical comprehension, lexical retrieval, and visuoperceptual processing, but there were no selective effects for verbs compared with nouns. Differences in the mental representation of concepts underlying verbs and nouns may account, in part, for the relative difficulty naming with verbs in AD.
Major form class such as verb or noun is potentially a critical variable in single word processing. Although both nouns and verbs have semantic meaning and a phonologic shape, the information contributing to their meaning and the matrix relations organizing these words in semantic memory differ substantially. 1-3 Furthermore, there are large differences in the grammatical information associated with verbs and noun^,^.^ and the distinct roles of these words in sentence expression have prompted investigators to propose that they may be retrieved differently or grouped in unique output lexi~ons.~J Patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) have significant difficulty with visual confrontation naming tasks, but these studies have been restricted to naming with nouns.8--" The purpose of this study was to compare noun and verb picture naming in patients with AD.
Visual confrontation naming requires the retrieval of a lexical representation once a stimulus such as a line drawing has been understood.12 Studies documenting confrontation naming diffcul ty in AD have demonstrated the influence of several factors, including the ability to process the visual stimuli,13J4 the integrity of the mental concept underlying the target,l5-I7 and the ability to retrieve the corresponding word.18J9 A major gap in these studies has been their limitation to naming only with nouns. This is critical because recent investigations of naming in patients with aphasia following stroke have revealed important differences in noun word use compared with verb word use. Some patients with aphasia more often demonstrate difficulty with noun naming,4.6 but others demonstrate deficits in verb naminga4-7 Explanations of these findings have included selective disruption of grammatical processing and a deficit in a form class-specific output lexicon. In this study, we compare noun and verb naming directly in AD. To assess the basis for selectively greater difficulty naming with verbs versus nouns, we also obtained independent measures of grammatical comprehension, visuoperceptual processing, and word retrieval. To control for potential form class difyerences in word production, patients named nouns and verbs that are homophonic and homographic (e.g., fish).
Methods.
Subjects. We studied 20 right-handed, highschool-educated, native English speakers with AD, diagnosed according to NINCDS-ADRDA criteria.:!" All patients were mildly or moderately impaired, according to clinical evaluations and scores on the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE). 21 We excluded patients with evidence of other progressive neurodegenerative conditions such as Parkinson's disease; patients with other dementing conditions such as vascular dementia (Hachinski ischemia scorez2 of 4 or higher); patients with a history or diagnosis of a primary psychiatric disorder such as major depression or schizophrenia; patients with a history or diagnosis of other neurologic diseases such as stroke or hydrocephalus; patients taking centrally active medications such as neuroleptics or antidepressants; and patients with any metabolic or systemic disorder that might have affected their intellectual functioning. The patients with AD were compared with 18 age-matched (t[361 = 1.73; NS), educationmatched 01361 = 0.99; NS), and gender-matched (x2[1] = 0.004; NS) control subjects. The control subjects were recruited from spouses and volunteers living in the same communities. The clinical and demographic characteristics of the patients with AD and the control subjects are summarized in table 1.
The subjects were asked to name 50 line drawings from visual confrontation. There were 25 pairs of homophonic and homographic words that could be depicted Materials. We calculated the number of correctly named nouns and verbs. A correct response was credited when articulated as either a single word or part of a multiword phrase used in an appropriate grammatical form class slot during the 20 sec after stimulus presentation. Error analysis was also performed. Two investigators (K.M.R. and T.W.D.) independently calculated the number of semantic errors (substitutions for the target word that are from the same or a related superordinate category but do not sound the same), phonologic errors (substitutions for the target word that share many sounds but are not semantically related), circumlocutory or descriptive errors (responses that describe structural or functional features of the target), and unrelated errors (neither semantically nor phonologically related). There was agreement between raters for 95.4% of the items, and differences were subsequently resolved through consensus discussion.
Patients with AD were also administered measures of grammatical comprehension, word retrieval, and visuoperceptual processing to begin determining the basis for their naming difficulty. Grammatical comprehension was assessed with a sentence-picture matching task and a sentence comprehension task involving the manipulation of grammatical phrase structure, both of which are described in detail e l s e~h e r e .~~~~~ Word retrieval was measured using a phonemic fluency (FAS) task.29 Visuoperceptual comprehension was evaluated with a multiple-choice version of the Hooper visual organization test. 30 Group analyses were performed using multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) and analyses of covariance (MANCOVA). T tests were used to assess planned contrasts, and correlations were used to assess relationships across tasks. A Bonferroni correction procedure was used for multiple comparisons to avoid type B errors. Individual patient analyses were also performed, remained significant, indicating that the frequency of a word's occurrence as a noun or a verb could not fully explain AD patients' relative deficit for naming with verbs. Further, we categorized the homophonic nounverb pairs based on the relative frequencies of the nouns and verbs, separating nouns occurring more frequently than verbs (n = 19) from verbs occurring more frequently than nouns (n = 191, and from nouns and verbs occurring with comparable frequency (within 20% [n = 121). We assessed the relative accuracy for these three frequencydetermined sets of noun-verb pairs in AD, but we found no significant word frequency effects (F[2,471 = 1.47; NS). Thus, the frequency of a target word does not seem to contribute to the relative naming accuracy for nouns and verbs in AD.
As summarized in table 1, clinical and demographic features did not correlate preferentially with accuracy of naming verbs or nouns. We assessed the influence of disease severity as measured by MMSE on naming with verbs and naming with nouns in greater detail using group (con- We examined the interaction between noun and verb naming accuracy and performance on grammatical comprehension, word retrieval, and visuoperceptual processing tasks. As summarized in table 3, we found significant correlations between naming and word retrieval, but the correlation effects for fluency with noun naming and fluency with verb naming were equally significant. There were no correlations between verb or noun naming and performance on grammatical comprehension and visuoperceptual processing tasks. Thus, there was no evidence to support the claims that grammatical, word retrieval, or Discussion. Our findings demonstrated that patients with AD have visual confrontation naming deficits for nouns and verbs compared with age-and education-matched control subjects. Moreover, patients with AD were significantly more impaired in their naming with verbs than in their naming with nouns, a small but consistent effect that was seen in a large majority of our patients. Selective naming deficits for verbs in AD could not be readily explained by clinical factors such as age or education. Factors such as word frequency, grammatical comprehension, word retrieval, and visuoperceptual processing could not fully account for the AD patients' greater difficulty naming with verbs than with nouns. Verbs may have been generally more difficult to name than nouns, but other reports of greater difficulty naming with nouns in patients with aphasia are not consistent with this e~p l a n a t i o n .~.~ The relative deficit naming with verbs is the first such report in AD to our knowledge. This category-specific impairment may have significant implications for the organization of the mental lexicon.
Naming with noun stimuli has been the focus of many investigations of language functioning in AD, but verb naming has received much less attention. Verbs and nouns are similar in that they both have a meaning representation in semantic memory, and they are both enunciated with a phonologic shape that takes stress in a sentence. However, verbs and nouns differ from each other in several important ways, and one of these differences is likely to explain the consistently greater difficulty seen in AD patients' verb naming. For example, verbs are associated with a richer set of grammatical features than are nouns, and this burden may selectively compromise verb use in AD. We tested this possibility by correlating verb naming with performance on sentence comprehension tests that are sensitive to grammatical processing. However, we failed to find that these measures of grammatical processing are preferentially associated with verb naming or noun naming in AD.
Another possible explanation for relatively greater difficulty naming with verbs than with nouns is impaired retrieval from an output lexicon organized according to major form class. One patient with a focal lesion has been reported to have a deficit restricted to reading verbs orally but no deficit in writing verbs or producing nouns.6 However, we did not find a selective correlation between performance on a phonemically guided category naming fluency task and naming with verbs or nouns. Retrieval from an output lexicon is thought to be related, in part, to the frequency of a word's use,12 but we did not observe a selective relationship between the frequency of a word's occurrence and naming with nouns or verbs.
Relative verb naming difficulty may be partly due to differences in the mental representation of verb meaning compared with noun meaning. Thus, several investigators have suggested that patients with AD have naming impairments because of the degraded representation of mental concept~,'~,17,31,32 an interpretation based on studies of nouns and their related objects, but a recent study has extended these findings to verbs. Patients with AD have difficulty distinguishing between verbs of motion and verbs of cognition on a triadic comparison task. 33 The mental representation of concepts in AD can be conceived of as a set of matrix relations resembling a parallel distributed processing n e t~o r k .~~.~~ Noun matrix relations have a strongly hierarchical taxonomic organization that offers much redundancy, in contrast to verbs, which have a much sparser and less redundant matrix organi~ation.~,~ Noun taxonomies are typically ten levels deep, for example, whereas verb taxonomies are rarely more than four levels deep. One consequence of the redundancy inherent in noun matrix relations may be the AD patient's ability to name objects with the superordinate term, even if the best name cannot be found (e.g., naming an apple "fruit"). If noun and verb matrices become degraded in equivalent fashions in AD, then the relatively sparser matrix relations of verbs will leave these words more vulnerable to lexical processing impairments than those of nouns. In this study, patients with AD produced more semantic and descriptive errors in their verb naming than in their noun naming, consistent with the claim that impoverished verb meaning may play a role in the AD patient's verb naming difficulty. In summary, we hypothesize that the relative difficulty naming with verbs in AD may be partly due to the degradation of semantic memory that has had a greater impact on verb meaning because of the sparser matrix relations underlying verbs than nouns. Several caveats must be kept in mind when interpreting these findings. The patients with AD were recruited from a clinic specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of dementia, and there may have been some inadvertent bias in our study group. We assessed patients with AD who were mildly and moderately impaired, so our findings can be generalized only to these subgroups of patients with AD. Intragroup comparisons that were the focus of this study demonstrated the relative impairment for verb naming, but control subjects exhibited a ceiling effect that limited interpretation of contrasts between patients with AD and control subjects. With these caveats in mind, we conclude that patients with AD have greater difficulty naming with verbs than with nouns. This may be partly due to the relative susceptibility of verbs to degradation in semantic memory.
